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INTRODUCTION AND 
BACKGROUND 
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Context for recent reforms: what’s new? 

• Wholesale market 

– Increase investment to decarbonise 

– Renewables 

– Security of supply 

 

• Retail market 

– Rising prices 

– Fuel poverty 

– Competition? 
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The objectives of UK energy policy 

• The impossible trinity:  

 –Energy Security (secure) 

 –Decarbonisation (clean) 

 -Competitiveness (affordable) 

• Also: 

 -International action on mitigation of climate change 

 

• The other ones:  

 –Elimination of (energy) poverty  

 –Renewables  

 –Green jobs/economy/technology  
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UK Decarbonisation targets 

• UK in 2012 GHGs: -26.1% relative to 1990 

• Kyoto Target: -12.5% by 2012; UK Target -34% by 2020 

 

• 2008 Climate Change Act: 

– 80% reduction by 2050 

– Climate Change Committee 

– Five Year Carbon budgeting 

– Latest projections: 90%+ decarbonisation of electricity by 

2030  

– Latest target: -50% relative to 1990 by 2023-27. 
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Source: Bloomberg 

Memo: EUA price is neither price of carbon, nor social cost of carbon. 
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UK Renewables Targets 

• UK committed to 15% target for renewables 

contribution to total final energy consumption in 2020 

(2009/28/EC) (3.8% in 2011) 

 

• Currently support regime only envisages 15.4% 

renewables in electricity by 2015-16 (10.7% in 2012). 

 

• 2010 target of 10% for electricity from renewables 

(2001/77/EC). 7.3% was achieved 

 

• Clearly, current policies not working. 
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Can wholesale market reform work? 
UK renewables target credible? 

Methodology for three scenarios: Using the highest, average and lowest 

differences in figures between 2005-2011, we project the best, average 

and the worst cases from 2012 onwards.  
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Can wholesale market reform work?  
Can we fix it for nuclear power? 

 

• If EMR is about reducing the risk of nuclear investment (not likely 

before), then the environment is challenging: 

 History of negative learning in (western) nuclear (Grubler, 2010). 

 Nuclear costs are high and rising – e.g. MIT 2009 study on nuclear costs 

has doubled its estimates compared to 2003 study. 

 Recent escalating construction costs due to higher commodity prices. 

 History clearly shows that estimated costs are less than outturn costs: 

 E.g. Olkiluoto 3 in Finland:  

 reported contract price in 2004 was 3 billion of Euros. Today it is estimated 

at 5 billion (+).  

 Now due to take 9 years to construct (against 4 planned). 

 Design of the deal in fact makes consumers’ bear the risk (Schneider et al. 

2009). 

 E.g. Flamanville 3 in France: 

 Cost estimated at 3.3 billion Euros in 2006, 4 billion in 2008, 4.5 billion in 

2009, 6 billion in 2011, 8.5 billion in 2013. Now due to take 9 years to 

construct. 
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Is there a capacity problem? 
Are the lights going to go out? 

Historically very high plant 

margins NG Not predicted to 

be problem in 2011 

On October 5th Ofgem… On October 10th 2012, NG predict a winter  

margin of 17-19% for 2012-2013, versus 

14% in Ofgem report. 

 
Sources: DECC (2011), Planning Our Electric Future, p.66. 

National Grid (2011), Seven Year Statement, Ch.5, p.5. 

Ofgem (2012), Electricity Capacity Assessment, p.6. 
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WHOLESALE MARKET 
REFORM 
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EMR – Electricity Market Reform 

• Four elements proposed in December 2010: 

• 1. Fixed prices for low carbon generation (CfD-FiTs) 

• 2. Carbon Price Support (CPS) 

• 3. Capacity Market (CM) 

• 4. Emissions Performance Standard (EPS) 

 

• Draft Energy Bill issued in May 2012, in Parliament 

November 2012, due to be legislated in 2013. 

• Does represent increase in role of ministry, DECC, at 

expense of independent regulator, Ofgem. 
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How the four EMR elements fit together 

• Need to achieve carbon and renewables targets. Electricity is 

first sector in line for large scale decarbonisation. 

• CfD-FiTs offer price (energy+carbon) certainty and are high 

enough to support low carbon generation such as nuclear etc. 

• CPS needed to raise price of carbon for fossil generation to 

encourage switching and have added benefit of reducing CfD 

payments and raising some tax revenue. 

• Under CfD-FiTs and CPS, fossil generation gets pushed to 

margin and has low plant utilisation, but is needed to back up 

intermittent sources such as wind, therefore needs an 

availability payment, via capacity market. 

• Then just in case, we don’t get price based incentives right, 

EPS ensures that high CO2 fossil plants do not get built. 

• There is a logic, is it good economics? 
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(i) Support for Low Carbon Generation 

 

The reform proposes the setting up of a system of 

contracts for differences (CFD-FITs) whereby the 

government would contract with low-carbon 

generators to supply electricity at fixed prices for a 

prolonged period. These contracts would pay the 

generators the difference between the average 

wholesale price of electricity and the contract 

price.  
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The proposal: CfD-FIT 

 

16 

Source:  DECC (2011), Planning our electric future: a White Paper for secure, 

 affordable and low-carbon Electricity, p.38. 
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The argument for CfDs 

• The argument is around the volatility of the EUETS price. EUETS  is 

not volatile if hedged by a simple buying strategy, but the average 

price is low. 

• CfD-FiTs will raise the average price, however no real evidence that it 

will reduce the cost of capital (as is claimed). 

• Any remaining risk is transferred to the counterparty. This will be the 

consumer, but ultimately the government. It does not go away.  

• The main risks for nuclear are construction risk and appropriation of 

cash flows once built (as in Germany) these are not addressed. 

• CfD-FITs are still subject to uncertainty around the strike price of 

future plants (e.g. second and third nuclear plants). 

• In the end the theoretical argument for CfD-FiTs versus a price of 

carbon does not pay sufficient attention to the theory of finance. 
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Some Practical Problems with CfD-FiTs 

• What will be the reference price? Over 40 years it is 

not at all clear that there will be one meaningful 

market price for residual fossil generation. 

• Who will be the counterparty? The government will 

be the counterparty via agency to be determined and 

CfD payments will be a state aid. 

• How will there be competition in the CfD-FiT market 

for low carbon generation, especially if there is 

technology banding? Only one company still in the 

first nuclear competition/negotiation. 
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Current plans for CfD-FiTs 

• The intention is to have a series of auctions in the long 

term, in the short term there will be technology specific 

reference prices. 

• CfD-FiTs will be within levy control framework of maximum 

allowable expenditure. 

• CfD-FiT payments to generators will be recovered by a 

supplier levy. Certain energy intensive users will be 

exempted. 

• The counterparty will be a government agency, government 

will design contract. 

• The strike price will be a long term indexed price to provide 

price certainty. The contract length will be determined but 

minded to be 15 years for renewable generators. 
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(ii) Carbon Pricing  

The reform has already introduced a carbon 

price support (CPS) based on the existing 

climate change levy (CCL). This involves 

increasing the rate and coverage of the climate 

change levy to effectively increase the price of 

carbon emissions from the electricity sector in the 

UK above that in the rest of the EU.  

  
Begins in April 2013, target CO2 price is £30/tonne (in 2009 terms) – 

forward EUA price + CPS - by 2020 (possibly £70/tonne by 2030). 

Note: that with inflation CO2 price in UK could easily be 50 Euros per 

tonne by 2020. 
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CPS – a theoretical analysis 

• The CPS is fundamentally a tax policy. It needs to be analysed 

in the light of the principles of optimal tax theory. 

• It is a carbon tax implemented on electricity, not on domestic 

gas or any other source of CO2, and hence distorts the use of 

electricity relative to other energy carriers. 

• The CPS distorts international competition and trade in 

electricity. Energy intensive industry will shift to continental 

Europe and electricity imports (which can’t be taxed on trade 

grounds) will be encouraged. This is simple tax arbitrage. 

Diamond and Mirrlees (1971) show that industry should be 

exempted from intermediate goods taxes for these reasons. 

• The CPS will directly impact the wholesale price via raising the 

price of marginal fossil generation. In 2014 it will raise 

household bills by 3-6%.  
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Practical problems with CPS 

• There is also a political problem, unlikely that the 

Treasury will want to reduce the total revenue from 

the tax to zero from its initially highly significant 

level, so the rate may not be increased as expected. 

• CPS complicates the economics of CCS and CHP 

which will require more subsidy at higher carbon 

prices. 

• CPS will lead to messy exemptions with arbitrary cut 

off points for energy intensive users. 

• CPS, like CfD-FiTs, by reducing the number of EUA 

permits required by the UK undermines the EUETS. 
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(iii) Capacity Mechanism  

The reform proposes the introduction of a (market 

wide?) capacity mechanism (CM) to contract for 

the necessary amount of capacity to maintain 

security of supply. This would involve the 

introduction of payments to generators for 

maintaining availability, supplementing the 

market for units of electrical energy that exists at 

the moment. This deals with predicted low 

capacity margins by 2018/19. 

 

Note: The amount of capacity to be contracted for would be 

decided by the government. The date of introduction 

could be in the 2020s! 
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Theory of Capacity Markets 

• This is the theory of supply and demand. In most capital intensive goods 

markets payment is for production, not capacity. 

• Indeed competitive markets strongly incentivise excess capacity (while 

government owned industries, usually suffer from shortages due to 

unwillingness to raise finance for new capacity), due to strong non-delivery 

penalties and duplication of reserves. 

• The actual issue is not capacity but willingness to pay to avoid interruption. 

This is not well expressed by households (in the absence of smart meters), 

but can be captured directly by regulatory non-delivery penalties. 

• What is clear is that capacity mechanisms in electricity (e.g. in the US) only 

seem to be necessary when energy prices are capped at arbitrarily low 

levels (Texas considering raising its cap).  

• A case for capacity payments may emerge at high levels of renewables but 

only to encourage entry of small intermittent generators who will find it 

difficult to contract with fossil generators directly for back up generation. In 

such cases a capacity market might emerge privately. 
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Practical problems with Capacity Markets 

• Who decides what the required level of capacity is? Is it the 

government and if so, how. 

• Recent US experience suggests that far from guaranteeing 

revenue for generators, capacity markets can be used by 

governments to appropriate revenue from generators by 

licensing new capacity to drive down capacity market prices 

(e.g. FERC vs New Jersey, who was accused of monopsony 

activity in the capacity market). 

• National capacity markets are problematic in the EU. It may 

not be possible to stop EU generators bidding into the 

capacity markets via interconnectors (who are also avoiding 

the CPS), thus supporting capacity in other countries rather 

than the UK (if for instance capacity markets are deemed a 

form of public service obligation). 
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Current Capacity Market plans 

• Annual auctions for 4 years ahead on the basis of predicted 

peak subject to an enduring reliability standard (Loss of Load 

Expectation – e.g. 3 hours p.a. as in France). 

• ‘This will be informed by updated advice from Ofgem and 

National Grid which will consider economic growth, recent 

investment decisions, the role of interconnection and energy 

efficiency, as well as consideration of the outcome of the 

review of the 4th Carbon Budget.’  

• First auction, potentially, 2014 for 2018/19.  

• Bidders need to be available at times of stress. 

• In theory, market wide capacity. However CfD recipients will 

not receive capacity payments. 

• DSR and storage will be able to bid. 
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(iv) Emissions Performance Standard 

New supercritical coal fired generation has 

average CO2 emissions of around 790g/kWh; a 

modern gas-fired power plant about 360g/kWh. 

The reform proposes an emissions performance 

standard (EPS) for all new power plants of 

450g/kWh, designed to rule out the building of 

new coal-fired power plants without carbon 

capture and storage (CCS) technology fitted (to 

a substantial part of a new plant). 

 

Note: that new peaking plant will be permitted as maximum 

emissions are calculated at an 85% load factor. 
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EPS 

• This is a backstop command and control approach to 

environmental regulation. 

• It appears to be innocuous in that no-one currently wants to 

build the plants that it rules out. 

• However it does introduce an instrument which could be 

ratcheted up to eliminate the building of new gas fired power 

plants. It can be suspended in interests of security of supply. 

• Given the problems that California, Italy, Germany and Japan 

have had from environmental standards ruling out ‘any’ timely 

new build/operation of large conventional power plants. It is a 

significant threat. 

• Given that it serves no useful function in terms of renewables 

or decarbonisation, it has no place in the EMR package. 
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IMPACTS AND 
ANALYSIS 
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Proposed Reforms and Bills 

• This has consistently been presented in a very misleading 

way in the documentation, relative to a baseline of an 

enhanced Renewables Obligation. Both the documents and 

ministers continue to argue bills will fall. 

 

• Relative to 2010, EMR modelled real bill rises(July 2011): 

– Households:    +32% by 2030 

– Medium Non-Dom:  +56% by 2030 

– Energy intensive industrial:  +69% by 2030  

– Wholesale price elements rise by higher percentage. 

 

• Even assuming higher gas prices (as in EMR) 82% of 

domestic bill rise is policy induced (though not just EMR). 
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Conclusion on EMR 

• EMR displays a huge amount of economic illiteracy: 

– on the theory of finance 

– on the theory of optimal taxation 

– on the nature of supply and demand in markets 

– on economic instruments for reducing externalities… 

• EMR also suffers from a host of practical and implementation 

problems and has little empirical efficacy basis. 

• EMR, if it is implemented in the UK, will fail to deliver society’s 

overall energy and climate objectives at reasonable cost. 

 

• The contrast between the UK government’s unwillingness 

to accept economic analysis vs. its willingness to accept 

climate change science is striking.  
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